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Digital Literacy

It's the future.

- 93% of adults use the internet
- 99% of 18- to 29-year-old adults use the internet (source: Pew Research Center)
Challenges & Solutions

▪ Many immigrants need help with navigating the digital world, in English and in general.

▪ Many people use the internet or their smart devices in their daily life. Those who are without access to the internet lose out on opportunities.

▪ The ILC tries to improve student's relationship with technology by integrating digital literacy into our curriculum.

▪ We also provide students with Gmail accounts to allow them access to Google Suite.
Transferrable Skills

Applying what they learn to new programs is an important next step for students.

Students can learn Google Slides, then use those skills to create things on Canva.
Transferrable Skills

- Students should be able to recognize vocabulary, cues and icons across platforms.

- If students cannot confidently use the skills on any website, then the skills become almost useless.
Padlet

• Collecting, organizing and sharing student's work online has never been easier.
  • Online posters  • Classroom blogs
  • Maps

• Great for task-based learning or project-based learning; students can own their work while being creative

• Digital Literacy gets stretched into a multiple-step process where they work with the unfamiliar
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The ILC Padlet
https://padlet.com/cgianettailc/2022ilcv

What is a fun fact you learned while travelling?